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Repeatability…

Bob Rogers’ Repeatability was first presented as a paper in June of 2001. It
has since become a classic of location-based entertainment, articulating the
principles that cause audiences to return (or not return) to themed attractions,
museums, visitor centers, brand experiences and other leisure time destinations.

Repeatability…

Repeatability…

Repeatability…

Who Needs Repeatability?

Our industry loves the sound of that word.

Oddly enough, not everyone. It depends on what market you rely on.

Repeatability…
So we say the word often, spreading it like a seasoning throughout
everything we say and write. Because it sounds so good.

If you rely on a tourist-rich market and if you can survive
exclusively on tourists, and if the tourists visiting your market
are mostly new visitors each year, then congratulations! You
can subscribe to the We-Get-Everybody-Once Theory.

Repeatability…Repeatability…Repeatability…
And just about none of us have the slightest idea what
repeatability is, what it means, how much of it we need, what
causes it or how we can design it into our projects.
But we sure sound smart when we call for it.
•

“This project must have a high rate of repeatability.”

•

“Sure thing, Mr. Client, sir. And this little gizmo I’m
selling will make the attraction highly repeatable.”
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A while ago, a group of us at BRC began developing a theory
of repeatability. Here is what we’ve developed so far:
What Repeatability is Not
Repeatability is not buying a new roller coaster every
year or two.
We are told that in Western Europe and North America a
new coaster will immediately boost attendance by 10% or so.
But by two or three years later, its effect is gone and you need
another coaster fix. And if you keep adding coasters, pretty
soon all your attractions start to look alike.
This isn’t repeatability. This is massive capitol investment.
Repeatability should be one major capital investment that
continues to bring back return visitors year after year with
only modest reinvestment or no reinvestment.

Attractions outside of Western Europe and North America
sometimes do not automatically get an attendance
boost from the addition of a major thrill ride. Know your
audience, the culture and the preferences of the region.

Repeatability
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Attractions that fit this profile include:

How Much Repeatability Do You Need?

•

High repeatability is always good. But actually it only takes a
little bit of repeatability to make an enormous positive difference.

North Cape – The Northernmost point in Europe.
North Cape is a once-in-a-lifetime pilgrimage. Everyone
wants to see the land of the midnight sun…. once!
Fewer than 1% of North Cape’s visitors have been there
before. Even so, they attract a very respectable 200,000
to 250,000 visitors each year, and remember, this place is
1,000 kilometers from everywhere. There is virtually no
surrounding resident population.
The Statue of Liberty – Less than 1%

•

The Grand Canyon – 4 million visitors per year. The
repeat rate is less than 2%.

•

Ripley’s Believe it or Not – This is one of our industry’s
most consistently profitable attractions, yet it has little or
no repeatability.

•

Let’s assume we do a 10% market penetration our first year.
If we assume little or no repeat business, then in Year 2,
10

Market Penetration

•

To quantify this, we studied a hypothetical attendance curve
representing a regional attraction that is mostly dependent on a
resident population.
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according to our friends at companies like AECOM (former
ERA), Year 2 might typically be 85% of Year 1. If each
succeeding year is 85% of the previous, we are doomed.

The Summit (absolute top) of the Eiffel Tower – Less than 1%

These attractions are all doing just fine with little or no
repeat visitation.

We are losing 15% per year. To close that gap, all we need is for
15% (or about 1 out of 6) of our visitors to come back within
a year. Then something wonderful happens.

But if you rely on residents and returning tourists , repeat
visitation becomes like oxygen. You must have it. Without it
you’re dead.

Market Penetration
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15% come back*

This is looking better. And all it takes is that, on average, one
out of every six local visitors comes back just one time the
following year. That doesn’t sound too impossible. And if you
can just increase that to one out of five the effect is magical.

Market Penetration
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A little bit of repeatability does a lot of good.
It is time we all developed some practical strategies for
achieving repeatability.
So here are BRC’s 12 Design Strategies for achieving repeatability.
* Formula = 85% x Previous Year + Repeat Rate x Previous Year
Returning tourists are those who go back to the same resort or region every year.
A classic example would be Palm Beach in Florida or Oahu in Hawaii where there
are lots of out-of-town visitors but they tend to be the same people who were there
last year and the year before. In that kind of market you can’t rely on the “We-GetEverybody-Once” strategy even though the statistics show large tourism populations.
Repeatability
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Strategy 1:
Offer Repeatable Things
•

As dumb and obvious as this may seem, we frequently
overlook this in our race to buy the latest and greatest hot new
technology. Instead, we should pay attention to the basics:

Several people mentioned the truly Addictive Behaviors
such as:
•

Alcohol

What do people tend to repeat? What are the repeatable things?

•

Gambling

Our first suggestion came from industry legend Harrison
“Buzz” Price: He said: “High on the list would have to be
food if it’s good, and sex, good or otherwise.” We’ll simplify
Buzz’s suggestion for our purposes so that it reads simply
Good Food.

•

Self-improvement

•

Baldness cures

Addictive Behaviors promise they will take us to a place we
never quite arrive at. For those who are susceptible to these
fatal attractions, they are very repeatable.

So Food tops the list which includes:
•

Food

•

Shopping – People will shop multiple times each year, if
the shopping is good.

•

Fireworks – Even for professionals who might be
exposed to fireworks shows every day, it is hard to walk
through a park during a fireworks show without looking
at some of it.

•

Parades – People will watch the same parade more than once.

•

Games – Watching or playing

•

Sports – Watching or playing

•

Live Entertainment – Whether it is music or other live
performances, nothing entertains people like people.

Repeatability

Remember the words of Nolan Bushnell, founder
of Atari, creator of the world’s first video game
(“Pong”), “I’ve always thought legal addictions
are a great way to create a business.
Starbucks is a wonderful example.”
You can expand this list.
You get the idea. Offer
things people like to
repeat. But only the ones
that are legal.
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Strategy 2:
Fix The Things Your Guests Hate
Here’s another one that should be obvious. Our friends at
Management Resources reminded us that before you spend a
fortune on new and exotic systems calculated to attract guests
back, look for opportunities to rid yourself of the intolerable
things that drive guests away.
Entertainment industry guru Chip Cleary once said, that “The
most important part of any attraction is the ladies room.” Chip
was not kidding. A clean attraction with clean rest rooms allows
repeat visits whereas a dirty environment kills repeatability. So
cleanliness heads our list:
Cleanliness (especially rest rooms, and
double-especially the ladies room)
• Service/Friendliness (there’ll be more
about that later)
• Safety
• Security
• Parking – Guests are weird about their
parking. They hold you responsible for
everything that happens to them the moment they pull off
the public street. Any parking arrangement that the guests
believe is inconvenient or frustrating can certainly discourage
repeat visits. (The mega parks are generally awful.) Remember
that it doesn’t matter if you think the parking is convenient.
The only opinion that matters is the guest’s.
• High prices
• Long lines
• Absence of “family-assist” rest rooms
• Etc.
“Survey, survey, survey,” says David Wright. “Don’t give them
reason to complain but do make it easy.” Fix the problems that
are killing your repeatability.
•

Strategy 3:
Create Changeable Venues
The museum business understands the importance of building
a flexible exhibit hall where traveling exhibits can be set up for
2 or more months at a time.

One thing we have learned is that many of the software-based
attractions promise more repeatability than they deliver.
Motion base simulators are an oft-cited example. The seductive
theory is that by merely changing the software, you get an allnew attraction which brings guests back again and again. Yes,
it does work but not as well as we’d like. Part of the problem
is that the over-all simulator experience doesn’t change that
much. For maximum repeatability, a bigger change is better.
Even so, re-programmable motion base simulators are a step in
the right direction.

Why doesn’t the amusement sector of our industry learn from this?
Why are we not creating dark rides or other flexible show
buildings where the sets and story can be completely changed
every two years? Why aren’t we creating flexible ride tracks that
can be re-routed the way a child changes a toy train track? Why
isn’t the entire industry doing more attractions like Epcot’s
Millennium Village – a temporary one-year major attraction?
The list of possibilities goes on and on.
Repeatability

The big point here: Create Changeable Venues.
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Strategy 4:
Get the Audience into the Media
Here’s a five-point scale with rising levels of interactivity
between the audience and the media. At each level
repeatability increases theoretically in proportion to the rise
in interactivity. But there is a problem at the highest levels:

PASSIVE

Here is the scale, starting at the bottom:
Level Zero – Passive: Sit there, shut up, watch and be
impressed. This works in mainstream entertainment but it
isn’t special enough for location-based leisure attractions.
Level 1 – Immersive: It surrounds you with an exotic and
stimulating environment. We can do this with immersive
settings or with media systems that fill your peripheral vision.

IMMERSIVE

Level 2 – The Visual Ride: Not an actual ride but the illusion
of movement. IMAX and Circlevision films created this
illusion by moving the camera through things and especially
by rolling the camera as it moved forward.
Level 3 – Space Invaders: Visual things that invade your sense
of personal space. Things come closer than is comfortable.
Things lunge at you. You get this effect in haunted houses
and 3-D films.

THE

VISUAL RIDE

Level 4 – Tactile: The show actually touches you. You feel
it via Vibrating seats, vibrating floors, compressed air, water
spray, “mouse-tails”, temperature changes, smells and the
like.

S PAC E

INVADERS

Level 5 – Visceral: Vigorous movement such as on a coaster
or a simulator.
So, for greater repeatability, move up the rising
scale of interactivity from zero toward five.
Interesting: At the visceral level (the more
vigorous and violent) you get the highest
theoretical repeatability but fewer
potential customers because the very old
don’t want to ride and the very young
shouldn’t . As the action gets still more
violent, the middle-aged people don’t
want to ride either.

TACTILE

Know your market. Do the math.
Select the levels that give you the
most repeat visits overall.

Repeatability

VISCERAL
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Strategy 5:
Deliver Thrill Therapy
I already wrote about this in collaboration with
physician, Dr. Edmund Noll (contact me or BRC
for a copy).
That article showed how the illusion of a near-death
experience causes the body to release a cascade of
natural hormones that give your customers a drug
high. Imagine that! We are drug dealers, selling a
legal, natural drug high!
The illusion of danger is highly repeatable
whether it is created by a coaster or a haunted
house or whatever. Deliver Thrill Therapy and
people will come back.

Strategy 6:
Make it Meaningful Through Story
People come back to attractions that immerse them in stories
that make them feel good. But not just any story. What story
qualities are most repeatable?

The studio tour parks are just one example that lets you
imagine you are in the movies. You are the star. You lead an
exciting, charismatic life. You are a part of great adventures.
We love that fantasy. It never gets old.

Reassurance is a big one. Reassurance is the core story of
many attractions. EPCOT is a good example: Things are going
to be okay. The future will be good.

Meaning. Use story to make the experience meaningful.
Carefully pick themes that society and individuals desperately
need to hear again and again. If the story has the enduring
themes they need to hear, and if the story makes them feel
better about themselves and the world, they will come back
to get that feeling again. And if your story helps make the
world a better place, (and it should!) then we are all winners.

We desperately need this Reassurance because our every-day
world is scary. But don’t worry. It will be alright. The world’s
precious and limited resources are being wisely managed by large
faceless corporations. The cultures of the world will live side by
side in harmony, good food and unique merchandise.
In an unexpected way roller coasters deliver reassurance. They
let you face fear and live, reassuring you that you are brave
and a survivor.
We all need reassurance. It makes us feel good. We like feeling
good so we come back for more. And, frankly, this kind of
hope isn’t just opium for the masses. It is quite sincere. A
better world begins with people believing a better world is
possible, even probable.
Fantasy Wish Fulfillment is another highly repeatable story
… if you have the right fantasy. Like Reassurance, this theme
is found in all true fairy tales. You find it in many attractions.

Repeatability
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Strategy 7:
Audiencize It
People like to gather. They like to be out in the crowd, to see
others and to be seen. We all know that a show is more fun for
everyone if it is shared by a large audience. A show is less fun
if you are alone. We all know that people-watching can be a
lot of fun.
Design your attractions so the crowd is not hidden but part of
the fun. “Audiencize it.”

Strategy 8:
Provide Good Value
Some years ago, the Henley Centre in London presented a
simple graph that should strike terror into the hearts of those
of us who theme things for a living.

But, the curve warns, that out there somewhere, is a line
that you do not want to cross. That vertical line obviously
represents a tipping point at which something really
important changed. So what has really changed? What is
true of the points on the left – the A Group – that is no
longer true of the group on the right – the B Group?

As part of a study of themed restaurants, the Henley Center had
charted theming against repeatability. Across the bottom, the
graph tracked rising levels of thematic treatment. Rising vertically
on the left, the graph tracked the resulting levels of repeatability.

To find out, let’s take a look at some of the points on
the curve. This curve was generated as part of a study
of themed restaurants. At the start of the curve (side A)
are the lightly themed restaurants, such as your local
neighborhood Chinese restaurant. This Chinese restaurant
has a few Chinese-themed paintings, Chinese-themed
menus and staff outfits that are Chinese-themed.

At first, the graph showed what we hoped to see. Every time
the client spent a little more on theming, they were rewarded
with increased repeat business. Joy!

Repeatability

And then, as it does in all theme park attractions, something
went terribly wrong.

At the wrong end of the curve (side B), the place we don’t
want to be, we find Planet Hype , heavily themed, and
famous for being so heavily themed. Now, just to be fair
we should note that Planet Hype is a fictitious restaurant,
used here to symbolize any over-themed restaurants.

B
A

Using poor Planet Hype as our whipping boy, the first
difference is obvious. The A-side restaurants have good
food, priced fairly. On the B-side, Planet Hype offers $4
dollar hamburgers for $12 dollars plus.

Local Chinese
Restaurant
Planet Hype

Planet Hype knows this is a bad value. But they HAVE to
do it because they have trapped themselves by spending
too much. They spent a lot on the theming. They promised
a lot to the investors. They gave away a lot of free stock
to movie stars in exchange for the use of their names. All
this created an overheated I.P.O. and irrationally high
expectations of profits. So they had to charge a lot for the
hamburger, and they had to pretend to their investors that
this was going to be okay.

Theming
This is not what we wanted to see. We wanted a business case
that would encourage our clients to spend more and more,
forever. Could too much of what we sell be a bad thing? That
is a very scary idea.
But if we look at the curve more closely, there is some good
news: The first part of the curve really works. Spend more – get
more, hallelujah brother!

Repeatability
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So, Theming can’t save an overpriced / bad value. Don’t
over-spend or you will have to overcharge.

guest starts with you and me providing good value to the owner.
But there is something else in that scary curve. We’ll talk about
it next.

Many of us who read this article are just suppliers, not owners.
How can we influence what our owners charge? The way you
do it is by spending the owner’s money very responsibly. Spend
enough to get the job done right, but not so much that the
owner has to over-charge the guest. Providing good value to the

Strategy 9:
Socialize It

“Socialize It” is very different from “Audiencize It.”

In Group B we see a restaurant from Group B. This restaurant
provides a stimulating environment that is a show. Look at the
guests. They are looking at the restaurant instead of each other.
The guests obviously love this show but the show distracts the
guests from each other.

Audiencize It was about letting strangers enjoy sharing a
reaction to an experience. Socialize It, is about how friends
within one group react to each other during the experience
they are sharing.

So, that is a key difference: The A-Side restaurant brings
the guests together – the people are the show. The B-Side
Restaurant separates the guests – the restaurant is the show.

This is the other key difference between the A-Side and the
B-Side of the Henley Center graph: How the guests socialize.
You can see it in the way people sit at their table.

There is nothing wrong with Restaurant B. But after you’ve
seen the show at Restaurant B, you don’t need to see it again,
because although the show was great you have BEEN THERE;
DONE THAT!

Group A shows a group of guests in the A-Side restaurant.
The theming of this restaurant provides a background for
socialization. Look at what they are doing. They are visiting
with each other. They entertain each other. The guests are the
show. The restaurant is the set, providing a background. The
main attraction in this A-Side Restaurant is the one thing that
repeatedly fascinates guests most: themselves and each other.

So what can we in the wider industry learn from this example?
•

If you are in themed retail, there are some direct
correlations. When the store decorations become the main
attraction (rather than the merchandise or the service
experience) be prepared for burn out after the public has
been there, done that.
• If you are in the museum or recreation industry, remember
that, your guests came mainly to do something together
– to share an experience. So avoid systems and experiences
that turn one group of four into a four groups of one.
• If you are in any aspect of entertainment, it is about
nurturing the relationship between your guests. For some
it may be about seduction or proof of courage. In the
picture below it is both. It may be a chance to share life
and the world between parents and children. Or simply a
chance to share some fun but to do it together.
The bottom line is: You are catering a party in which your
guest is the host. So, socialize it.

GROUP A

GROUP B

Repeatability
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Strategy 10:
Seasonalize It

Holiday seasons come once a year but they remind people to
repeat things they have done before.
To everything there is a season.
A time for flowers,
A time for fireworks.
A time for giving,
A time for scaring.
A time for lovers,
A time for children.
A time for looking at red leaves on trees,
A time for cheese.
Every culture has different dates and different celebrations. And
these repeat! Create a local seasonal tradition that cues people
to go back to your attraction.
Here’s a great specific example: Knott’s Berry Farm in California
owns Halloween. Their seasonal event, Knott’s Scary Farm (aka
Haloween Haunt) makes October Knott’s biggest month of the
year. Let me say that again: October, normally one of the lowest
months of the year for most theme parks, is their highest month
because they have seasonalized it.
Create your own seasonal tradition with:
•

Seasonal Decorations.

•

Seasonal Foods.

•

Seasonal Retail.

•

Seasonal Parades.

•

Seasonal Fireworks.

•

Seasonal Entertainment.

•

Seasonal Employee Costumes.

And everything else you can think of. For a brief period,
completely transform your attraction. Seasonalize!

Repeatability
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Strategy 11:
Focus on Value and Profits,
Not Quantity
Disney Imagineer Tony Baxter wonders if too much repetition is
actually a bad thing. This is interesting because it flies in the face of
conventional wisdom but he actually poses an interesting question.
Specifically, Tony worries that over-utilization stimulated by
cheap annual passes, pay-one-price ticket systems and lineshortening systems, reduce the value of a visit. “A guest can go on
the brand new $100 million dollar ride 30 times in the first week
it is open, so now the guest is bored with it – a brand new $100
million dollar attraction that is only a week old!”
Increasingly we are hearing leading operations consulting
companies such as Management Resources cautioning their
clients not to automatically offer cheap annual passes starting
on opening day just because everyone else does it.

leisure attraction. Your presentation might be great. But if
just one employee is rude, the guest will walk away hating your
attraction and hating you.

There are good reasons for asking the question. In theory, the
annual pass visitor may not give you any more money for
admission each time he/she comes back, but at least they will spend
money on food and merchandise. But do they, really? Actually,
per-capita expenditure on food and especially merchandise tends
to go down with each return visit. By the tenth visit they already
own all the merchandise they want and they have figured out that
the food is better and cheaper outside your attraction so they ate
before they came in. So you are getting absolutely nothing for
their visit. Meanwhile, high utilization puts extra wear and tear
on your attractions. Attractions wear out sooner, mechanically
and psychologically. Your staff has more guests to look after.

Support great service.

Can designers, manufacturers and suppliers influence the
behavior of the operators? Yes. In your designs, and in every
detail of your installation, think of the operator’s needs. Give
them an attraction that is easy to operate and easy to keep
operating. Give them a great role to play. And give them a great
show that guests love, so the operators love coming to work.
The Final List
So there you have it. Our preliminary list of twelve strategies for
increased repeatability at your attraction:
1. Offer Repeatable Things.

For a commercial attraction, focus on increasing the owner’s
net value (operating profits and asset appreciation), not merely
pumping up the over-all attendance. For a museum, science center,
zoo or aquarium, the same rule applies, except that you may be
taking your “profit” in educational impact rather than dollars.

2. Fix What Guests Hate.

Strategy 12:
Support Great
Service

6. Make it Meaningful (Story).

3. Create Changeable Venues.
4. Get the Audience into the Media.
5. Deliver Thrill Therapy.
7. Audiencize It.
8. Provide Good Value.
9. Socialize It.
10. Seasonalize It.
11. Is Too Much Repeatability Bad?
12. Support Great Service.

In the end, it doesn’t matter what you say or what you do; all that
matters is how they feel about the way they were treated.

This article is protected by copyright, however, individuals may download or
copy the content for personal use only, provided that the content is not altered
and further provided that all copyright, authorship, “About-the-Author” and
other notices contained therein are maintained. For permission for any other
use or to reproduce or to publish, contact us at info@brcweb.com.

Those of us who create attractions owe the highest respect and
support to those who operate them. The operators always have
the final word on whether the guest wants to come back to your

Repeatability
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